I love working with Lindsay because you can see her passion in everything she does. I love that she also genuinely cares about not only the people on her team, but all people in CUR. She has a gift of making others feel valued.

I love ideating with Lindsay and I appreciate the constant care, encouragement, and thoughtfulness she radiates.

Lindsay always recognizes the team for the work that we do while providing us with a “Safe Space”. While we all perform a job that we get paid to do, a simple “Thank you” goes a long way and is greatly appreciated. Lindsay also has a super power...how to pack for a week using a single backpack.

Lindsay will forever be my mentor and provides me with comfort at work by acknowledging my weaknesses and utilizing my strengths. She is also my constant reminder that humaning is hard and to give each other grace.

My favorite part of working with Lindsay is her approach to leadership and her focus on creating a culture that prioritizes the wellbeing on the team. Her ability to see the future and her courage to challenge the status quo and push for innovation, not only at CUR, but in the wider association space. Her ability to redirect an entire conversation just by asking a single question. Her compassionate, kind, and thoughtful nature that accepts that being human is hard and people are flawed and yet still capable and worthy.

I love working with Lindsay because she legitimately cares for my professional and personal development.

I love ideating with Lindsay and I appreciate the constant care, encouragement, and thoughtfulness she radiates.

Lindsay always recognizes the team for the work that we do while providing us with a “Safe Space”. While we all perform a job that we get paid to do, a simple “Thank you” goes a long way and is greatly appreciated. Lindsay also has a super power...how to pack for a week using a single backpack.

Forward Thinking - Lindsay is always thinking ahead and helps the team to prepare for the future and think outside the box.

Envisioning the potential outcomes and navigating complex situations with clarity and foresight

Empathetic Leader

Disruptor and Human-Centered Leader

Quick responses!

Knowledge, Communication & Sense of community

Her Superpowers are...